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Curriculum - Clarity or Confusion?

Welcome to eighth
edition of the
Evolve Alliance
Journal

We l c o m e t o t h e
eighth edition of The
Evolve Alliance
research journal. It will
not have escaped your
notice that Ofsted has
published a new
Education Inspection
Framework (EIF)
which will come into
effect in September
2019. The new Ofsted inspection framework will see a focus on the breadth of a
school’s curriculum offer, including its ‘intent’, ‘implementation’ and ‘impact’. In light of
these changes, this edition of the research journal will have a curriculum focus.
Inspectors will judge the school curriculum – within “quality of education” – under three headings:
curriculum intent, curriculum implementation, and curriculum impact.
Curriculum intent is about curriculum design, the emphasis being on how effectively schools provide a broad and
balanced curriculum for all pupils, opening rather than closing doors to future success. The question schools will need
to consider is: what knowledge and understanding do we expect pupils to gain at each stage of their schooling and in
each subject?
Curriculum implementation, meanwhile, is concerned with curriculum delivery, in other words teaching,
assessment and feedback, and crucially that which leads to long-term learning (note that explicit mention is made of
avoiding burdensome assessment and feedback practices and of protecting teacher workload). The questions schools
should ask are: how does our whole-school curriculum hang together and how does our institutional context inform
the curriculum?
Curriculum impact, finally, is about pupil achievement as assessed by external test and/or exam results not by a
school’s own data (hopefully reducing teacher and leader workload and the unnecessary and unhelpful production of
reams of tracking and progress data, as well as avoiding bogus – i.e. massaged – data). Pupil achievement will also be
assessed using progression and destinations data, recognising that good outcomes are not just measured in qualifications
but in how successfully pupils are developed as well-rounded citizens. Here, the questions to ask are: what knowledge
and skills do pupils gain at each stage and over time and how does this compare to expectations?
In this edition of the journal we have some of the country's greatest thinkers on curriculum - Mary Myatt, Hywel
Roberts and Gemma Singleton. We also have input on curriculum from Adrian O’Malley and Neil Davies,…… I would
like to thank them for their time and their contributions.
Can I also take this opportunity to remind readers that tickets are selling fast for the annual thought leadership
conference in October. Details can be found towards the back of this journal. I look forward to seeing you all there.

CEO of The Evolve Trust
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Curriculum - Clarity or Confusion?

The Curriculum:
Ten prompts for discussion
…… Mary Myatt

Mary Myatt is an education adviser,
writer and speaker. She works in
schools talking to pupils, teachers
and leaders about learning,
leadership and the curriculum. She
maintains that there are no quick
fixes and that great outcomes for
pupils are not achieved through tick
boxes. She writes and speaks at
conferences about leadership,
curriculum and school improvement.

‘The West London Free School aims to provide children with
a classical liberal education – one that is centred around the
best and most important work in the humanities and the
sciences. A second example, from School21 in Stratford. They
too are crystal clear about the rationale for their secondary
curriculum: The aim of the curriculum of School 21 is to
develop students who ‘create beautiful work which makes a
difference to the world’. We want students to leave with all
of the knowledge and skills to not only enter the world of
work or academia, but also to be equipped to deal with a
rapidly changing world. We want them to be ready and able
to face the challenges of the world and contribute to making
their communities a better place to live. We do this by
focusing on the ‘head’, ‘heart’ and ‘hand’.
Prompt Two

The Curriculum: Ten prompts for
discussion

How is the curriculum is
implemented across the
school? What are the
principles underpinning the
plans and the way that it is
taught in the classroom? Are
we going through the current
plans and deciding if they are
fit for purpose? Are we
checking that topics build on
one another? That the key
concepts and big ideas have
been identified?

Prompt One

Prompt Three

We need to be clear about why we provide the
curriculum in this school. Curricular aims need to
be made concrete so that those aims and
aspirations are expressed on concrete terms so
that everyone is clear. Let’s look at two examples:

Key Stage 3 has long been
recognised as the ‘wasted
years’ in much of the sector.
There are several reasons for
this: in some parts of the sector insufficient attention has
been paid to what pupils have already been taught in the
primary schools.
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Prompt Eight

Now there is a difference
between revisiting areas for the
purpose of retrieval practice
and presenting material to pupils
as though it is for the first time
and with low levels of challenge.
So a suggestion is that every
department should have a link
with at least one primary school
or if possible to tap into local
primary networks.

How do we check the impact of the
curriculum? This section relates to the third
element of the work being carried out by
Ofsted on the curriculum. Once we have our
intent articulated, our implementation secure,
how to we know whether it is making any
d i f f e re n c e t o p u p i l s ’ k n ow l e d g e a n d
understanding?
Should we be inputting data about how well
our pupils are achieving? Christine Counsell
argues that every data conversation should be a
curriculum conversation. Any data which is
gathered should link back to the content of
what has been taught. The next question to ask
is ‘if we know that we have taught it, how do
we know if they have got it?’

Prompt Four
How will we decide what are
the key elements to be taught?
This will need conversations,
linked to the national curriculum
about how to flesh out the
strands within the unit. And it is important that these are
not done by teachers on their own. Much better to work
together to decide, even if it is across other schools.

Prompt Five
High quality texts are important across all subjects, not just
in English. One reason they are important is because they
support literacy. Those pupils who do not achieve as well as
they might in their KS2 reading SATS papers often lack
wider vocabulary. One way to overcome this is to provide
materials in the wider curriculum which will both develop
their knowledge and also their vocabulary. This is not just
for primary. Vocabulary development needs to be at the
heart of every key stage. Because vocabulary unlocks the
heart of the subject; and talk using the subject specific
vocabulary improves writing.

Prompt Six
All pupils have an entitlement to develop their vocabulary. It
is important to identify the key words which will unlock the
magic of the big ideas within the unit. This vocabulary needs
to be taught explicitly, used frequently in discussions during
lessons and pupils need to use it in their writing.

Prompt Nine
Where we can go for help and what resources are
available? There is no need to do everything from
scratch and canny leaders will reassure colleagues and
also give them the time to source resources for a rich
curriculum. Every school should have a member of
staff with responsibility for a subject area signed up to
a subject association. And the school should pay for
this as part of the CPD budget. I would also argue that
every school should have at least one member signed
up to the Chartered College.
Prompt Ten
And finally, to draw the threads together, let’s think
about how we can make this happen. We can only do
important work, one day at a time. So, let’s both take
our time and still keep focused. Some of this work will
be interesting, some of it a slog. But we need to
remember the why, or the intent of the curriculum:
our pupils deserve the best.

Prompt Seven
Do we create opportunities within the curriculum where
pupils create things that have real worth? Beautiful things
which might be shared with their parents and the wider
community? If so, that is great. But this is not yet done
systematically across the sector.
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Where does retrieval practice sit in the curriculum? tiny
tweaks for HUGE gains! …. Gemma Singleton
Considering the latest publications from Ofsted looking at
the intent, implementation and impact of the curriculum
something as simple as embedding effective retrieval
practice enables one to look at opportunities for students
to recall knowledge and learning whilst looking at how
content is sequenced and through this provide
opportunities for students to practice what they know. This
will ensure that components of knowledge that are vital for
learning are regularly retrieved, which can lead to
conceptual understanding and deeper, long term learning.
Building such retrieval opportunities and strategies into the
curriculum alongside the scaffolding of knowledge and
concepts will help students secure learning so they can
make progress from their starting point.

Gemma Singleton can be found on twitter
as @MrsSingleton and is the Director of
Science and the science learning and
teaching lead for The Beacon School, part
of the GLF Trust. She is a serving member
of PiXL’s Science executive group and a
recent author.
A passionate advocate for knowledge rich
curriculums her recent book ‘Biology
Knowledge’ focuses on quick tests to
check the acquisition of knowledge, she can
regularly be found sharing some amazing
resources on Twitter. Gemma has also won
the Biology Teacher of the Year Award.

When approaching learning in our classrooms, as
teachers we tend to focus on what we need the
students to know. We share this through learning
outcomes or objectives, lecture, show videos,
encourage students to take notes and even provide
supportive review sheets in order to get the
knowledge ‘in’. We then expect students to learn
what we have covered
by re-reading their
textbooks or revision guides, highlighting
information, and/or reviewing their notes.
The
focus here is getting the information into the
students whilst hoping it ‘sticks’ (Brown 2014).

Students often revert to re-reading notes, cramming or
study a revision guide, however the problem with these
methods is that they only lead to short term learning. This
common misconception arises due to the assumption we
make about memory; when information comes to mind
easily and feels ‘fluent’, surely we have learned it
successfully? Through the research conducted by many
cognitive scientists they believe the opposite to be true.
Cognitive scientists have been advocating the benefits from
retrieval practice as a strategy in which regular recovery of
previously learned material enhances learning (Agarwal, Bain
& Chamberlain, 2012). Deliberately recalling information
forces our students to display their ‘knowledge’ and enables
both the teacher and student to examine what they know
(Aleven, & Koedinger, 2002). For instance, recalling an
answer to a science question improves learning to a greater
extent than looking up the answer in a textbook. Having to
actually recall and write down an answer to a flashcard
improves learning more than thinking that you know the
answer and flipping the card over prematurely. Placing
students in a situation in which they cognitively challenged
aids learning and memory as the retrieval of information
strengthens memory and allows us to identify gaps within
learning (Dunlosky etal,2013).
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These minor tweaks to classroom practice could have
a big impact on learning. Sometimes retrieval practice
can be called the ‘testing effect’ which has been
proven to dramatically improve learning. Researchers
have demonstrated that low stakes quizzing, recall
tests, flashcards, practice problems and writing
prompts are powerful tools to improve learning
(Chan, 2010). Retrieval practice has to be an active
process in which students engage to really impact on
learning.
Retrieval practice makes learning challenging as it
requires mental effort. At times progress may feel
laboured and slow, but this is where the most
impactful learning will be taking place. The more
difficult the retrieval practice the better it is for long
term learning. Challenging learning through the act of
retrieval practice is much more effective than rereading, note taking or listening to lectures. Slower,
effortful retrieval leads to long term learning. Sceptics
believe that retrieval practice just leads to
memorisation- it doesn’t it increases understanding,
which students can then adapt their knowledge to
new situations, unfamiliar related context and novel
questions. Really effective practice enables the teacher
to use a variety of question types such as fact based,
conceptual, complex and higher order to ensure that
students are not just memorising, but using the
information flexibly (Roediger etal, 2011).
Strategies for retrieval practice can take many forms
and are not as labour intensive as one
may first think. Ideas you may consider
to implement within your curriculum
include:

•

Paired quizzing- Supported by the research of Dylan
Wiliam around activating students as a resource for
each other. One student has the material and
questions their partner (flashcards, knowledge
organisers etc). A time limit is given and then
students swap. The teacher can circulate and listen
to the dialogue and address any misconceptions.

•

Self-explanation- Give students silent time for them
to explain an idea or concept. This encourages
mental rehearsal so students start to self-regulate
their responses.

•

Demonstration or performance- As lots of
knowledge is not just declarative you can ask
students to show what they know (procedure,
technique, method, routine etc). This can enable
misconceptions and procedural thinking to arise
and be addressed through strategies such as
modelling.

•

How and why questions- This type of elaborative
interrogation can aid a student to explore their
own schema. For the teacher this allows them to
‘view’ thinking and address misconceptions.

•

Tell the story- As knowledge can form a narrative
structure, we can use retrieval practice in a way
where a student can tell a story and another can
verify the knowledge.

•

Summarising- Is a process that allows recall to
happen. However, you must
be specific in what you
expect the summary to
include.
• Mapping and comparingAsking students to map what
they know or remember and
make links between the
c o n c e p t s . T h i s l i t e r a l ly
enables the teacher to see a
student’s schema or thinking
on a page. This can really
encourage quality dialogue
between pairs or between
student and teacher.

• Retrieval roulette- starting each lesson
with a quick fire quiz based on prior
learning. Adam Boxer is the creator of
this and you can download them from
this
site
https://
achemicalorthodoxy.wordpress.com/
2018/08/18/retrieval-roulettes/ or
create your own.
• Retrieval grids- Every student gets a
copy of the questions based on prior
learning and completed the quiz at
their pace, but within a time limit. This
enables the teacher to circulate and
identify errors as they emerge.
• Silent self-quizzing- Students can
generate answers and check if they were correct
silently or privately.

• Think back, plan forwardpick questions from previous
topics that help pupils to
recall the information they
will be applying in this lesson. Mark Enser advocates
this rather than just linking to prior learning.
5
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•

Analyse this- Show pupils an image of something that relates to a previous
topic. Give them some prompt questions to consider that rely on them
thinking back to what they have previously been taught. These could include
questions about chronology or about processes. These more open-ended
questions require pupils to recall and use a wider range of their
accrued knowledge and understanding.

•

Just a minute- Ask pupils to speak for one minute on a previous learning
topic without hesitation, repetition or deviation.

•

Connect 4- Give pupils four seemingly disparate topics. Ask them to find as
many links between them as they can.

•

Rethink homework- Rather than setting homework that supports what
pupils are currently learning in class, set work that goes back to previous
topics.

•

Find and fix- Give students a grid with incorrect statements and get them
to correct them. Effective practice is including common misconceptions that
really challenge a student’s thinking.

As mentioned retrieval practice enables the teacher to identify gaps in learning. Metacognition is a crucial benefit of
this strategy as it enables both the student and the teacher to evaluate their learning and make informed decisions on
areas to develop, revisit or reteach. For the greatest impact on learning the most important component is providing
students with feedback (Butler & Roediger, 2008). Without feedback students will not know how they performed,
where any potential gaps are or any misconceptions they may have in their schema, therefore it should ideally be
provided after retrieval practice. The benefits of retrieval practice are vast however importantly students then have a
better idea of how well they are grasping the material, hopefully motivating them to study more and helping them
allocate their study time effectively by focusing on the information that still needs more practice, our role within this
is to provide the opportunities for this to happen in many guises, and provide quality feedback to enable students to
improve.

Agarwal, P, Bain, P & Chamberlain, R (2012) “The Value of Applied Research: Retrieval Practice Improves Classroom Learning and Recommendations from a
teacher, a principal and a scientist”, Educ Psychol Rev, Springer Science and Business Media.
Aleven, V., & Koedinger, K. R. (2002). An effective metacognitive strategy: Learning by doing and explaining with a computer based cognitive tutor. Cognitive
Science
Brown, Peter C.(2014) Make It Stick : the Science of Successful Learning. Cambridge, Massachusetts :The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press.
Butler, A. C., & Roediger, H. L., III. (2008). Feedback enhances the positive effects and reduces the negative effects of multiple choice testing. Memory & Cognition
Carroll, M., Campbell-Ratcliffe, J., Murnane, H., & Perfect, T. (2007). Retrieval-induced forgetting in educational contexts: Monitoring, expertise, text integration,
and test format. European Journal of Cognitive Psychology
Chan, J. C. K. (2010). Long-term effects of testing on the recall of non-tested materials. Memory
Dunlosky, J, Rawson, K , Marsh, E , Nathan, M , and Willingham, D (2013) Improving Students’ Learning With Effective Learning Techniques: Promising Directions
From Cognitive and Educational Psychology” SAGE publishing
Karpicke, J. D., & Roediger, H. L., III. (2007a). Expanding retrieval practice promotes short-term retention, but equally spaced retrieval enhances long-term
retention. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition
Karpicke, J. D., & Roediger, H. L., III. (2007b). Repeated retrieval during learning is the key to long-term retention. Journal of Memory and Language
McDaniel, M, Agarwal, P, Huelser, B, McDermott, K and Roediger, H III (2011) “Test-Enhanced Learning in a Middle School Science Classroom: The Effects of Quiz
Frequency and Placement” Columbia University and Washington University, St.Louis.
Morris, P. E., & Fritz, C. O. (2002). The improved name game: Better use of expanding retrieval practice. Memory
Roediger III, H, Agarwal ,K, McDaniel, M and McDermott , K (2013) “Quizzing in Middle-School Science: Successful Transfer Performance on Classroom Exams”,
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA
Roediger III, H, Agarwal ,K, McDaniel, M and McDermott , K (2011) “Test-Enhanced Learning in the Classroom: Long-Term Improvements From Quizzing”,
Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO, USA
https://teacherhead.com/2019/03/03/10-techniques-for-retrieval-practice/ last accessed 30.5.19
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Research Corner:
What Adrian O’Malley has been reading:

The Curriculum - Gallimaufry to Coherence
by Mary Myatt
There has been a lot of talk recently in the education world about 'the
curriculum'. It is getting more coverage than ever before and given the
changes to the Ofsted framework it now truly does have a place at the core of
what schools should be about. This should always have been the case,
however in far too many cases establishments have become 'victims of the
system' and focused on pupil outcomes (results) as opposed to what students
learn and experience. Thankfully this book challenges some of this thinking
and allows a refreshed look at the curriculum and takes it back to its basics.
As part of the Headship Institute we are exposed to several books/articles
around current educational thinking, nearly all of which I have thoroughly
enjoyed engaging with. I have to say that I am not a complete book worm
who enjoys reading lots of books, however 'The Curriculum- Gallimaufry to
coherence' by Mary Myatt is an interesting and thought provoking read. Once
I had Googled the term Gallimaufry- which means "a confused jumble or medley
of things" I was ready to read the book.
The book is broken down into a number of different sections and I have picked out some key ones below along
with some of my thoughts and findings from reading the book…hopefully it will make you want to read it and use
the theory to reshape your curriculum.
This first section of the book is all around some of the basics that should surround the curriculum in any school or
academy. It starts with looking at 'The National Curriculum' and 'the curriculum' and that there is a need to
distinguish between them. Mary points out that 'the curriculum' represents the totality of the experiences that
students experience while at school and not just what happens in lessons. This point is particularly important as it
is clear that a number of professionals only see the curriculum as what is taught in lesson and not the whole
package of the school experience/life, something which is even more important given the changes to the Ofsted
framework.
The important factors of Curriculum Purpose and Curriculum Coherence are explored next which again link
superbly well with the new Ofsted framework (Intent and Implementation) as it asks you to think about why you
are teaching certain aspects, clearly a key factor when we have to make some tough decisions about what we teach
as we can't teach everything. It also looks at how these should fit together to ensure meaningful experiences for
students.
Subject knowledge also gets highlighted as another key factor which is something I fundamentally believe is
important. We wouldn't expect a doctor to keep performing operations on patients without keeping up to date
with the latest information and research and neither should we expect teachers to. One thing that is important
though is that teachers take some responsibility for their own subject knowledge development…and this doesn't
just mean going on a course! It means regular informative reading of research around the topic area/subject that
the teacher is teaching. Mary explores how teachers should receive up to date appropriate professional learning.
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“A good plan is like a road map: it shows the final
destination and usually the best way to get there.” H Stanley
Judd
The second section reviews curriculum planning and Mary guides you through theories around planning over
sequences of lessons and looking at the 'flow' as opposed to writing single individual lesson plans. My feeling is
that this is certainly the way to go as it allows teachers to look at the bigger picture over a series of lessons, but I
think caution is needed here, as inexperienced staff will still need to use more detailed lesson planning to ensure
that they get the structure right of individual lessons as well as looking at the flow over a series. The other part
that is particularly refreshing is to see advice given on ensuring that 'work is beautiful' e.g. students are given time
to refine, develop and enhance their work that allow them to become experts in what they have done as opposed
to rushing through lots of activities as 'tick list' which doesn’t show learning, but instead shows task completion.
Whenever we hear the words 'Assessment and Feedback' I can picture teachers quivering in the corner thinking
about endless marking following a schools prescriptive policy and worrying about entering numerous grades onto
a spreadsheet, however this section takes it back to its basic form. Using Dylan Williams description of
"assessment is, indeed, the bridge between teaching and learning" you start to think about it differently after reading
this section. How many teachers actually think about assessment as a low level conversation of checking what
students know and then shaping the next direction, or confuse it with a complex matrices with letters and
numbers attached. I completely agree we need to have formal assessments as well, but as Mary suggests these
should be 'high challenge/low threat' and relevant…a GCSE grade given to a Y7 student…is this needed?
The final section focuses on subject commentaries and I found this really useful as it is broken down into little
pockets of information relating to a range of subjects. Being a PE teacher I was instantly drawn to this section and
it provide me with lots of food for thought. Mary uses examples from Sporticus to challenge our thinking on
whether PE should be taught in 'half term blocks', which is a format that is used in schools up and down the
country, or should we identify the fact that more time is needed to develop fundamental movement skills and
therefore create a curriculum that allows time for these to be developed without rotating through a variety of
sports. I'm not sure I fully agree with this, but it certainly makes you think. There are also other sections on
subjects that I am sure you will find interesting and provide you with an alternative to your current thinking.
One of things that I liked most about this book is the simplicity of it. It is broken down into chapters that aren't
too long or complex and that provide thought provoking statements and examples throughout. It doesn’t tell you
how to do things, but helps you to reflect and stimulate your thinking as a practical guide and is something that I
have used with leaders at my current school to help think about our curriculum and what is right for our students.
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“Enrich & Equip - 2019”
…. Neil Davies

Neil studied for his degree in London
(1994-1998) and began his teaching career
as a PE Teacher at the London Nautical
School (Waterloo) in 1998 and became
Head of PE at Archbishop Tensions School
(Kennington Oval) in 2001. Neil arrived at
Brunts as Head of PE in 2005 and has also
held the roles of Head of House and most
recently Head of Sixth Form & CIAG. He
starts a new role in September at the
Beech Academy as Deputy Head (PDBW).

During the course of this academic year, I was
given the opportunity to take part in the
“Today’s leaders, tomorrow’s Heads”
programme as part of the
E v o l v e Tr u s t ’s C P D
pathway for aspiring
leaders. One of many
opportunities to arise as
a result of the
programme was to
research, plan and bring
to launch, a whole school
initiative; hence the birth
of “Enrich & Equip”.

“Enrich & Equip” is a new and exciting enrichment offer
which aims to transform the range and depth of opportunities
on offer for our new Year 7 student’s from September 2019.
So firstly, why? We are currently in the grip of the 4th
industrial revolution, a society that is changing faster than at
any time in history. Our young people need to be equipped
with a range of skills that enable them to become confident,
creative, curious, innovative and ultimately prepared for 21st
century life.
A wide variety of research clearly supports the benefits that
enrichment can offer. One such study that I discovered by
Springboard Education recognised that the academic and
social-emotional benefits are far reaching. They cited benefits
including; children that participate in arts classes and sports
gaining better test scores and grade averages than those who
don’t, as these types of activities can
promote critical thinking and problem
solving, encouraging students to think
outside the box. Furthermore, enrichment
helps to boost self-confidence and selfesteem, helping children to overcome fears
and uncertainties.
Possibly the biggest
advantage of enrichment however, is that
students will reap an enormous variety of
advantages without even knowing it! To
them, enrichment is a break from traditional
academics and a chance to enjoy themselves.
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Following the “why”, the next stage in the planning process
was to determine what our offer was going to look like; it
was decided that we would split our activities into 3 distinct
categories:

Physical/Sport: To release energy, develop sporting
skills and encourage collaboration and

Creative/Culture: To develop an appreciation
of the world around us and to encourage
exploration and innovation.

Academic/Logical: To connect theory and
practice while developing a love of learning.
The launch of the initiative (including the compulsory nature
for staff and students) and planned timeline were presented
to staff in April to an overwhelmingly positive response.
Next, we put together a small working party to share ideas
and develop a strategic plan. An audit of staff skills and
proposed activities quickly followed with a diverse and
exciting offer quickly becoming apparent.
A further development has enabled us to bring the
Children’s University (CU) on board to partner with our
initiative. We are working collaboratively with Nottingham
Trent University who will formally recognise the
achievements of our students via the presenting of Bronze,
Silver and Gold awards based upon the number of hours of
enrichment that students log within their “passports”. Gold
award recipients will be invited to NTU in the Summer of
2020 for a formal graduation event in caps and gowns!

Although the planning process has been relatively smooth,
it hasn’t come completely free of challenges. Logistics have
proved tricky and time consuming; ensuring that activities
are planned in an equitable way, offering a range of activities
at all times and planning for the tracking, monitoring and
impact measurement of the initiative. Further challenges
may lie ahead upon launch; particularly surrounding “buy in”
from key stakeholders including parents, around the
compulsory nature of the programme. Confidence of the
“why”/intent undoubtedly hold the key to ensuring that the
message is communicated coherently and concisely and,
that the overwhelming benefits of “Enrich & Equip” ensure
that we are able to give the programme the start that it
deserves!
For me, the opportunity to work on developing an initiative
that has the potential to deliver a major impact at Brunts
has been fantastic and I am very much looking forward to
seeing the theory put into practice from September 2019.
The ultimate key to the success of “Enrich & Equip”
depends totally
upon the amazing
skillset and
willingness of a
staff body that has
enabled us to put
together such an
exciting and
diverse offer. I am
so grateful for the
support and
positivity which
has enabled us to
c o m e t h i s f a r.
Roll
on
September…
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The Assassination of Professional
Imagination …… Hywel Roberts
Some would even gaslight us into believing that there is a
behaviour crisis the likes of which we have never seen, because of
the way some schools choose to deliver their curriculum to the
children in their school, which is part of the community that they
know really well. Sideshow-snake-oil gurus purvey solutions to us
and, if we’re not considered and realistic, we can fall for their
fantasies of one size-fits-all fixes that will melt away in our hands
like sand through our fingers.
And all the time, most children sit, biddable and passive, awaiting
our next direction; our next instruction.
The curriculum should be there to serve the teachers and the
children in the room. Unfortunately, we have come to a point
where Haberman’s Pedagogy of Poverty has become the gold
standard on which some schools choose to base their cultures as
servants of the curriculum. It’s a deficit model where teaching is
reduced to by-the-numbers zombie-like delivery and success is
surveyed through the lens of survival.

Hywel is a teacher with 25 years of experience. He
has worked across settings both nationally and
internationally. Hywel still work in classrooms,
modelling the practice that he shares, keeping his
outlook fresh, research informed, and relevant. His
award-winning book ‘Oops! Getting Children to
Learn Accidentally’ has proved very popular with
educators around the world featuring on the
reading list of many university teacher training
courses. His book ‘Uncharted Territories’ is written
with Dr Debra Kidd and was published in 2018. He
writes a regular column for the TES about his
encounters as a ‘travelling teacher’. Hywel is also a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.

What do you want for your classroom? A pedagogy of poverty
OR a pedagogy of power? A cold curriculum or a warm one?
When a curriculum is written down, it is, for me, cold. It takes a
knowledgeable, informed, enthusiastic and passionate adult to
warm up such a thing. The curriculum humanised is a treat – an
experience where complexity
can be explored and, in the
words of Mar y Myatt,
challenge can be high whilst
threat can remain low.
This isn’t the stuff of edudreamers, this is perhaps
rooted in why you became a
teacher in the first place. To
share knowledge richly, and to
demonstrate the place of
your subject in the wider
world.

Teacher – Writer – Speaker - Imagineer
@hywel_roberts
www.createlearninspire.co.uk
Like and follow on Facebook: Create Learn Inspire
Hywel Roberts

Everyone is talking about curriculum like it’s the latest ontrend, must-have accessory for your school. Interestingly,
many of us, including you dear reader, have most likely been
thinking about curriculum since the day you first walked in
a classroom and considered whether your plan would cut
the mustard or not. It’s the same with behaviour. It’s seen
as a hot topic and we are relentlessly herded into the belief
that we’re in the midst of a behaviour crisis, the likes of
which we have never before witnessed.

Haberman offers a checklist
of what specific teacher acts
constitute this pedagogy of
poverty and they draw in
things like:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring
Reviewing
Assigning
Settling
Punishing
Marking
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These are all very teacher-led and are, as Haberman notes,
what children, ‘...their parents, the community and the general
public assume teaching to be.’ (1991:1) The tension that has
emerged recently is complex. I do think that we have many
teachers entering the profession believing that the pedagogy of
poverty is what teaching actually is. But as Menter pointed out
in a recent lecture at Leeds Beckett University (March 2016),
the 21st Century teacher needs to be something more than
what the public expects and I think most of you reading this
would agree that teachers do A LOT more than this trite list!
Menter offers these four paradigms of teacher-types:

The Effective teacher – skilled, contentconfident, effective in measurement and
performance
The Reflective teacher – the above with clear
ethos and values as well as a thorough
knowledge of children
The Enquiring teacher – the above with a
research-informed stance
The Transformative teacher – looks beyond
classroom, understands social context, moral
and ethical, alliances, has a holistic view of what
education is

Menter’s four paradigms build on and usefully re-define what
Haberman offered in 1991. They are useful as they challenge
what the public perceptions of teaching might be, and, in my
experience, beyond what some teachers expect it to be. This
is not meant to sound disrespectful to fellow colleagues. In
fact, the disrespect lies in the laps of uninformed policy
makers and leaders who put their teachers through burnout processes and un-intelligent accountability measures to
simply survive. This defensive approach to pedagogy flies in
the face of what Menter and Haberman have shared. As
teachers, we should be viewed as ‘public intellectuals’ but in
many ways, are seen as ‘curriculum-deliverers’, and if that
curriculum is served cold, it’s the children that are short
changed.
We need to fight for our professional imaginations, our
practical wisdom and our agility in delivering prescribed
curricular.

Haberman, M (1991). The pedagogy of poverty versus good teaching Phi Delta Kappan,
Menter, I., Hulme, M., Elliot, D. and Lewin, J. (2010) Literature Review on Teacher Education in the 21st Century Scotland.gov.uk/
socialresearch
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Proudly hosts their third conference:

The Cultural Evolution
Wednesday, 9th October 2019 at 09:00 am - 15:00 pm
Cost: £30.00 per ticket
Ransom Wood Conference Suite,
Southwell Road, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, NG21 0HJ
For further details, please email Carl Atkin (catkin@evolvetrust.org)
or call Carl on 01623 348100 ext 206

Keynotes
Dr Ben Laker is a Professor of Leadership at
Henley Business School and expert
commentator on global affairs for
Bloomberg and Sky News. He advises
governments and corporations worldwide
and writes extensively for Harvard Business
Review and The Telegraph.

Nick Heard is a Senior Partnership
Manager for the National College of
Education and is challenging school
leaders to ‘think differently’ about how
they train and retain colleagues.

Jonathan Newpor t is Operations
Director of Team Teach the leading
positive behaviour resource in the UK, he
has a background in creating solutions for
schools, particularly around behaviour,
staff support and retention. He has
developed schemes which have created
new avenues into the education sector, as
he is passionate about allowing staff to
consider and understand behaviour, then
implement positive strategies in the
classroom.

Hannah Wilson is the Executive Headteacher
of Aureus School & Aureus Primary School,
part of the GLF Schools trust. She is the
Strategic Lead for the GLF Teaching School
Alliance and the Sub-Regional Strategic Lead
for the SE Women Leading in Education
Network for Oxon, Berks and Bucks (NCTL).

Alison Kriel is an Independent Education
Consultant and is a regular speaker and panel
member at conferences speaking on a wide
variety of subjects including Courageous
Leadership, Turnaround Schools, Wellbeing,
Staff Retention, Breaking Through The Glass
Ceiling and Diversity.

Special thanks to
our Sponsors:
The Supply Register, our
main sponsor and
Groupcall
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Contact Us

The Evolve Trust
c/o The Beech Academy,
Fairholme Drive,
Mansfield,
Nottinghamshire,
NG19 6DX.

Phone: (01623) 348100
Email: evolvealliance@evolvetrust.org
http://www.evolvetrust.org
twitter: @_evolvealliance

